Who are we?
Inspired by Nature. Led by passion. Infused with love.
Touched by history. In-love with lifestyle. Committed to our guests.
Trip & Travel Montenegro was founded with the aim of providing tourism services, thus
creating the preconditions for the owner's personal experience to grow into a legal entity
and create a platform for continuous growth and development.

Today, the company is organized in three segments, each operated under a different
name. We offer private and small groups: vacation packages, shore
excursions and airport transfers.

Our carefully selected team members can provide you
with the best kept secrets. We can show you a plethora of
beaches, mountain ranges, river canyons, hidden villages
and many other places worth visiting while on a quest
through the so-called “Jewel of the Mediterranean”.
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Our brands
The company is divided into 3 segments:
Mont Travelers Podgorica, Mont Travelers
Kotor and Montenegro Lifestyle.
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Mont Travelers Kotor
Lately, Montenegro has become one of the best-selling tourist hotspots in Europe and
beyond. Our clients have the opportunity to scratch the surface in a couple of hours,
being that they come via cruise ships that anchor in the port of Kotor. Left intrigued,
Montenegro will make them come again for sure.
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Mont Travelers Podgorica
The capital of Montenegro is well known as a starting point for popular Montenegrin
vacation packages. But, as a DMC we take care of those with busy schedule, too.
Podgorica, as a capital of Montenegro, constantly grows into a business destination and
that’s why we offer one-day experiences when there is a bit of time to spare. Continental
Montenegro is as scenic as the coastal area, so we have something special for all those
who like to wander through unparalleled beauty.
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Montenegro Lifestyle
Montenegro Lifestyle is specialized in providing the best experiences Montenegro can
offer, FIT and Luxury tourism. Unique proposals and customer-centric approach are what
makes a difference. Sailing tours, yacht carter and tailor-made vacations are our
specialties. There are regular tours or tourist offers and there is Montenegro-Lifestyle.
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Our awards
We are a proud holder of the TripAdvisor Excellent Certiﬁcate since the inception, and
since 2016 we are awarded a new badge every year! This couldn’t be possible without
our amazing guests, to whom we are eternally grateful for trusting us, as well as for their
heartfelt recommendations.
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��

Tour #1 I Green escape tour (2 days)

��

Tour #2 I Northern adventure tour (3 days)

��

Tour #3 I Family Montenegro tour (5 days)

��

Tour #4 I Mont Travelers tour (7 days)

🠊 See
pricing

●
●
●

●

●

●
●

Wild nature is something we simply all need. The urban lifestyle doesn’t leave us too much
time to truly take care of ourselves. This is a tour for all of us who are seeking a refreshing
experience for the body and the soul. This is our natural treatment that will deﬁnitely beat your
last SPA visit.
Here is what we have in mind.
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Day 1

This tour begins by moving away from the
city center to the Monastery Ostrog. This is
the sacred place all Montenegrins are proud
of, no matter the religion. Visiting this place
will bring peace to your mind and body.
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Day 1

Believers from all over the world come here to
pray for the health of their loved ones and that
of their own, because this Monastery - curved
into a stone wall of a mountain over a cliff - is
like being at half way between earth and
heaven.

From village to village, along the way with
some beautiful natural and artiﬁcial lakes, we
reach Durmitor Mountain and the town of
Žabljak.

The location of the city, in the middle of
Durmitor National Park, is what makes this
city even more popular and special. Here we
will sleep in some modern but traditional

Apart from the fact that this is the highest

mountain cottages or in a hotel.

settlement in the Balkans, this is “just” another
small mountain town, but it’s more than that.
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Day 1

The fresh mountain air, the hiking and the
mountain food will certainly ensure a good sleep
for you in this most popular mountain area.

The hiking will start from the most famous glacial
lake Black Lake leading us at least to

one of the other 17 lakes in the national park.
This hiking is easy to moderate.

The wild environment will deﬁnitely bring back
some natural instinct into our lives.
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Day 2

Now you want more, right? More hiking, more
nature, good food, and a little bit of adventure.
Then ﬁrst let's wake up. We suggest the Zip Line
over the Tara River Canyon, 150 meters above the
water. Yes, this deﬁnitely will wake you up.

After the Djurdjevica Tara bridge and the ZipLine
over the canyon, let's drive the old road above the

This is one of the last three virgin forests in

canyon and visit Biogradska Gora National Park.

Europe, and if we take a step further into the
depths of the mountain, we will ﬁnd the most
beautiful emerald colors of the stunning Biograd
Lake.
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Day 2

This particular monument is from the 13th century
and it's a sacred place for Orthodox believers.

In the clear lake water all the beauty of the
ancient forest is reﬂected, giving a turquoise

With a panoramic ride on the edge of the Morača

color to the see-through water, especially in the

River Canyon, you will experience one of the most

northern part of the coast, which is also called

dangerous roads in Europe. But don’t worry, you are

the Capricorn side.

in good hands.

This scene will make sure that you want to be
trapped in the harmony of nature here. Hiking
is quite easy on this terrain.

Morača monastery is our next stop. Without at
least one monastery on your visit in
Montenegro, the mission wouldn’t be
complete. Monasteries are probably the most
important constructions in Montenegro.
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What’s included?

➔

1 night at modern mountain cottage or
a hotel HB ½ room

➔

1x breakfast, 1x dinner
◆

Local guide

◆

Private transportation

◆

National park tickets

◆

Hiking tours

◆

Zip-line

◆

All fees and tourist tax

Check out the

i
An additional activity could be a bike tour (20€ /pp) and/or the
Via Ferrata (50€/pp) in Durmitor NP

NEXT
TOUR
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●

●

Northern Montenegro is usually neglected in favor of the Adriatic Sea and the coastal area. But
sometimes you need mountains, hiking, an activity with an adrenaline rush and some heavy
food to awaken your natural instincts and prepare you for the next challenge in your urban life.
This is exactly what this tour is about. Here is what we have in mind.
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Day 1

The ﬁrst day of the tour is reserved for Ostrog
Monastery and the National Park Durmitor.
Visiting this monastery will bring peace to your
mind and body. This is the sacred place all
Montenegrins are proud of, no matter the religion.

Our ﬁrst activity on Durmitor is a hiking tour from
the Black Lake through the National Park led by
your local guide.

After the tour it's time to recharge the batteries in
one of the local restaurants that offer traditional
food of the area like kacamak, cicvara and roasted
meat. We are all looking forward to these meals so
trust us, you will enjoy it too.
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Day 1

In the evening we arrive in the highest situated settlement in the
Balkans but also the center of the most beautiful national park
in Montenegro, the town of Zabljak. We are sure you will agree
with us on this being the right place to spend the night.
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Day 2

We will start this day by driving across the Durmitor
Massif on some truly breathtaking roads to arrive
at the coast of the Tara River Canyon, where your
Rafting adventure will begin.
The beauties of the canyon and of the crystal clear
water are not easy to describe in words. A few
hours on water then we are having lunch in the
camp, and you will be ready to go back to Žabljak.
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Day 3

The third day starts with visiting a masterpiece of

Anyway, you will catch the best view of the bridge

a bridge-building, the bridge Đurđevića Tara. It's

during ZipLine from one side to another of the

not just about its beauties, it's more about its

canyon, some 150 meters above the river water.

history, but let’s leave something for your guide to
tell you, right?

Ok, so now we are awake and ready for the next stop.
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Day 3

One of the last three virgin
forests

in

Biogradska

Europe
Gora

is

National

Park. If we take a step further
into

the

depths

of

the

mountain, we will ﬁnd the
most

beautiful

emerald

colors

of

stunning

the

Biograd Lake. In the clear
lake water, all the beauty of
the ancient forest is reﬂected,
giving a turquoise color to the

Then we will do an easy hike
around the lake before lunch
and before visiting the
Morača Monastery.

see-through water.
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Day 3

The Morača Monastery was
built in the 13th century. You
will notice that this sacred
place is surrounded like a
medieval
many

fortress

legends

and

hiding
one

completely unique way of
life: the life of Orthodox
monks ﬁlled with prayers,
hopes and believes in good
and God.
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Day 3

The Morača River is considered as one of
the symbols of Podgorica, and it is the
biggest river that ﬂows through the city. It
is featured on some ﬂags and country
symbols. Our way back to the starting
position is led right through the
mountains, on the real edge of this
canyon. This is the end of the tour.

Check your camera, it was pretty
amazing, right?
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What’s included?

➔

2 nights at a modern mountain cottage or a 4* hotel
HB ½ room

➔

2x breakfast, 1x lunch, 2x dinner
◆

Local guide

◆

Private transportation

◆

National parks tickets

◆

Hiking tours

◆

Rafting tour

◆

Zip line

◆

All fees and tourist tax

Check out the

i
Instead of rafting, our clients can choose and book the Via Ferrata, rock
climbing, a bike tour or similar activities available for booking ahead.

NEXT
TOUR
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We know this sounds
almost impossible.
Visit the coastal, the
central and the
mountainous parts of
Montenegro in just 5
days. We have
created an itinerary
for you that will keep
your attention for the
entire time while
fulﬁlling all your
expectations.
We made sure that
●
●

●
●
●
●

●

●
●

●
●

●

●

you experience

●

Montenegro in 5 days

●

in such a manner that

●
●
●

●

will make you want to
stay forever.
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Day 1

The tour will begin with visiting "the capital"
of the Skadar Lake National Park, the town
of Virpazar. From Virpazar we will enjoy a
boat trip on Skadar Lake. We promise that
you will satisfy the senses of vision
because of the beauty of nature, water,
birds and the rich ﬂora and fauna that only
here can be seen.
The old town Bar is our ﬁrst medieval town
on the tour but our lunch spot too. Some
traditional Mediterranean cuisine will give
us the strength to move on into the day.
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Day 1

The St. Stephen island will welcome us to the Budva riviera. Formerly a ﬁshing village
and today one of the most expensive resorts in the area, Sveti Stefan will certainly take
your breath away with its authentic constructions and vibrant colors.
After a short stop to take some photos, we head to the center of the Riviera, to Budva
town. During the summer season, thanks to the shows, concerts and exhibitions, the Old
City really becomes the City Theater. After the guided tour, you will have some free time
that you can use to enjoy the nightlife and cruise through the town or just to relax in the
hotel or at the coast.
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Day 2

Before we give ourselves to
Over the beach Jaz, the road leads us to

the night life of the town and

Kotor old town. This medieval town with

enjoy the beautiful lights

a history dating from over 1000 years

along the old walls around

B.C. is well known as a maze town

Kotor, we will have some fun

because of the intertwined streets and

on the sea. You will enjoy a

the small squares with interesting

speedboat tour to the pearl of

names and stories throughout the town.

Kotor Bay, to the island Our

Since 1979 Kotors old town has been on

Lady of the Rocks. Then we

UNESCO’s World Heritage List which

will head all the way to the

guarantees that you will really enjoy one

Blue Cave for a swimming

of the unique towns in the world.

break and pleasure only the
sea and sun can bring.
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Day 3

After our night in Kotor we will enjoy a
panoramic drive over the Boka Bay via the
famous

old

road

and

the

beautiful
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serpentines, until we reach the Old Royal Capital
of Montenegro.
Cetinje town: a small, quite poor but very
original Montenegrin town with the old embassy
buildings used today as cafes, souvenirs shops
and museums. The town is also a home of one
of the most important monastery in Montenegro,
Monastery of Cetinje.
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Day 3

From the mountain peaks we will move on to the caves: The
Lipa Cave will show us its hidden beauties. It’s an easy walk
through the depth of the earth.
Now we will enjoy a wine tasting with food tasting and
another panoramic drive via "Pavlo's side" above the amazing
river Crnojevića. The old roads, the panorama and meeting locals
all ﬁlled this day with nice memories, now it’s time for us to rest
at the hotel in Podgorica.
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Day 4

On our way to Durmitor National Park, we will visit the Monastery Ostrog, the most sacred place of the
country where all believers pray for the health of their beloved ones.
Durmitor is the largest National Park in Montenegro, declared as the National park in 1952, and since
1980 it’s been on the UNESCO list of the world's natural and cultural heritage. From the Black Lake that
is well known as the „mountain eyes of Montenegro“, we will do an easy to moderate hike to one of the
katuns (small villages) or at least to one of the other 17 lakes in the park.
Our home for today will be in the highest inhabited place in the Balkans, the small town of Zabljak, in the
heart of this national park.
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Day 5

Morning adventure and

Let's

new challenges.

mention

Tara

river

deepest

has

canyon

the
in

Europe. It will introduce
you to unspoiled nature
and

while

forget
the

to

ZipLine,

which will give you a
special experience and
the most beautiful view
of

the

bridge.

perching
Visiting one of

above this over 150
feet

not

depth,

the

Đurđevića Tara bridge
ensures a unique view
of the fast river and the
surrounding nature.

the last three virgin
forests

in

Europe,

Biogradska Gora, and if
we take a step further
into the depths of the
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Day 5

mountain, we will ﬁnd the most beautiful emerald colors of the stunning Biograd Lake. After an easy walking
around the lake, we are ready to continue our trip in the North.
On the way back to Podgorica, during a panoramic ride above the Morača River Canyon, you will experience
one of the most dangerous roads in Europe.

But don't worry, you’re in good hands. The road leads us to the Monastery
Morača, one of the most important sacral monuments in Montenegro.
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What’s included?

➔

4 nights, HB ½ twin or king, a 4* hotel or
modern cottage in Zabljak only

➔

4x breakfast, 4x dinner
◆
◆
◆
◆
◆

Local guide
Private transportation
National parks tickets
2 hours Skadar lake boat ride (National
park)
Speedboat ride to the Blue Cave

◆
◆
◆
◆
◆
◆
◆
◆

Boka bay speedboat tour
visiting a family winery (wine and food
tasting)
Beverages on boats
Guided tours of old towns Budva, Kotor
and Bar
Visiting Lipa Cave
Hiking around Biograd lake (National
park)
Zip-line over Tara river canyon
Hiking tour at Durmitor (National Park)

Instead of a speedboat tour, clients can choose a kayaking Boka
Bay tour or a bike tour. An additional activity could be the Via
Ferrata (50€/pp) in Kotor and Durmitor NP

i

Check out the

NEXT
TOUR
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●
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●
●

●
●

●
●

●
●

●
●

●
●

●
●
●

Montenegro is a paradise for people who like different kinds of activities, or let’s say all kinds of
outdoor activities. We are very proud of our nature, our cities, rivers and lakes so come with us
and we will show you our “wild beauty” and the Montenegrin lifestyle.
Hiking, rafting, boat cruising on the Skadar Lake, wine and traditional food tasting, cruising in
the Boka Bay, exploring nature, visiting UNESCO heritage regions and meeting locals can all ﬁt
in one tour: this in our 7-days vacation tour.
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Day 1

After a scenic drive, we will arrive at the

to pray for the health of their loved ones and that of

Monastery Ostrog. This is the sacred place all

their own because this Monastery - carved into a

Montenegrins are proud of, no matter the religion.

stone wall of a mountain over a cliff - is like being

Visiting this place will bring peace to your mind and

halfway between earth and heaven.

body.
Believers from all over the world come here
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Day 1

Drive to the Black Lake where we organized a hiking tour from the lake, well known as the
"Montenegrin eyes" to a few of the other 17 lakes in the park. That is right, this mountain is full of
water and it won't be easy to choose your favorite lake but we assure you that you will enjoy every
step, every view and every moment spent in the park.
We spend the night in Žabljak at a modern mountain cottage or in a hotel.
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Day 2

Rafting in the Canyon of the Tara river is
one of the most popular activities in Montenegro.
On our way to the starting point of the rafting
tour we will have a panoramic ride through the
beautiful mountains, peaks, glacial lakes and
eco-villages.
All this scenery is something completely
unique and truly unforgettable. Rafting will be
again a whole new adventure after this.
A traditional Montenegrin meal for lunch
(have you ever heard of “sač”?) with mountain
cheese, ﬁsh and a fresh salad will bring back our
energy to return to our accommodation in
Žabljak.
This activity can be tailor-made per
request. Our experts are happy to help.

Day 3
Today, Tara river, which has the
deepest canyon in Europe, will
introduce you to unspoiled nature and
while standing above this over 150
feet depth, the Đurđevića Tara bridge
ensures a unique view of the fast river
and the surrounding nature. The
ZipLine is right next to the bridge and
it’s our next “mission” on the tour.
Our next stop, Biogradska Gora
National Park is one of the last three
virgin forests in Europe, and if we take
a step further into the depths of the
mountain, we will ﬁnd the most
beautiful emerald colors of the
stunning Biograd Lake.
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Day 3

We will do an easy hiking around the lake
through the forest. Bjelasica is one of our most
beautiful mountains. The pastures are rich in
herbs and in this peaceful, quiet atmosphere
the only sound you hear is that of the birds and
bees. We are sure you will enjoy this untouched
nature along with the traditional lunch before
we continue our trip.
After a short stop to visit the Moraca
Monastery from the 13th century, the beautiful
scenic road through the canyons of the Morača
river will lead us to Podgorica, where we spend
the night.
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Day 4

We start the day driving towards
the small town of Virpazar. This was
the center of the commercial area here
and it’s located in the heart of Skadar
Lake National Park. From here, we will
begin

our

boat

ride

through

the

picturesque canals of this lake, enjoying
the rich ﬂora and fauna and the diverse
bird species. Swimming is an option
too.
Villages around the lake are
famous for wineries used to produce
the famous Montenegrin red wine
Vranac, a product that Montenegrins
are extremely proud of!
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Day 4

As well as wine, locals are proud of brandy and food specialties, which are mostly presented with the story
of origin. Waiting for you.
The old Turkish town of Bar is next on our route. Tasting some baklava, olives and trying the local ﬁsh dishes
is a must-do here. This town is one of three old towns we will visit on the coast in the next few days. From Bar, we
are going back to Podgorica.
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Day 5

We all love the idea of visiting another planet as closely as possible. This is relevant here, because the Lipa
Cave is usually being advertised this way - Lipa Cave: Like another planet. Amazing, right? Our visit will last
60 minutes and while inside, you will forget it's a warm day outside.
A panoramic drive over the Budva Riviera via Brajići including a stop to take photos above the St. Stefan
island on the way to Budva is a must-do on our bucket lists. This island is visited by many Hollywood stars
as well as royal families and personally Queen Elizabeth II came here to enjoy the view. Now the island is
attracting tourists with its glamour, but behind the look lies a tumultuous history.
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Day 5

This will be followed by an informative
guided tour through the old town of
Budva, just like the one in Bar.
Budva Old Town is the most famous
summer resort in Montenegro but also
the center of nightlife and it’s popular
for all ages. We will sleep here at the
hotel and the evening is free to spend
as you desire.
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Day 6
This activity can be tailor-made per
request. Our experts are happy to help.

The speedboat tour will help you discover some hidden places like the Blue Cave, a small beach accessible only by
boat, but also a modern and luxury resort like Porto Novi, then visiting the unique and only artiﬁcial island on the
Adriatic Sea, Our Lady of the Rocks and some other interesting attractions in the bay.
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Day 6

At the end of the day, discovering the secrets of old town
Kotor is always a good choice especially in the evenings when you
can enjoy the magniﬁcent lights of Kotor's walls.
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Day 7

The old road with its 25 serpentines above Boka Bay is something you will tell your friends about even
after decades of visiting our country. It is our unforgettably beautiful panoramic route to Lovćen National Park.
The center of the national park is the Mausoleum of the famous Montenegrin Bishop and poet Njegoš. Exactly
461 steps lead us to this amazing spot, but there is no hurry, we have all day ahead. Once you arrive on the top,
the views are amazing, and you will ﬁnd that all your efforts were worth it.
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Day 7

A short visit to Cetinje, the old royal capital of Montenegro will once again remind you of
the rich history of our country, but unfortunately also of the poor economy. This almost
forgotten, typical Montenegrin town was once home for our King Nikola Petrović.
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Day 7

Before we end this vacation, we will visit one small
family winery, enjoying wine and food tasting, meeting local
winemakers, and via Pavlo's side above the river Crnojevica, we
drive back to Podgorica.
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What’s included?

➔

6 nights in hotels / in a modern cottage
(available in Žabljak only)

➔

6x breakfast, 1x lunch and 6x dinner
◆
◆
◆

Local guide
Private transportation
National park tickets

Instead of a rafting tour, clients can
choose and book in advance any other
available activities like the Via Ferrata,
rock climbing or a bike tour. Instead of a
speedboat tour, clients can choose a
kayaking Boka Bay tour or a bike tour.

i

◆
◆
◆
◆
◆
◆
◆
◆
◆
◆
◆

Hiking tours
Rafting tour
Zip Line
Skadar Lake boat cruising
Boka bay speedboat tour
Visiting the island Our Lady of the Rocks
Beverages on the boats
Tickets for the old town entries
Tickets for the Lipa Cave 60 minutes tour
Tickets for Lovćen mausoleum
small family winery: wine & food tasting
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Email I info@tripandtravel.me
Website I www.tripandtravel.me
Call center I +38268075111
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https://www.tripandtravel.me/

Thank you for taking interest in our offers.

Other free tour presentations by Trip &
Travel Montenegro DMC

Podgorica day-tours
Kotor shore excursions

Photo credits:
unsplash.com
shutterstock.com
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